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Introduetion 
Research studies relating to the vocabulary of p;~mary 
grade ;eading books stress the fact that wide_variat~on 
exists, It is essential that first grade teachers are 
aware of differences in vocabulary when te~chin.9~r~ading. 
With the wealth of books available ~hese ~ays, it is 
necessary fo~ teachers to become acquainte~ with boqks that 
would be of use "in classrooms as supplementary and enrich-
ment materials. The vocabulary of such books should be 
' . 
related to the basal re~der that is being used, particularly 
at the pre-primer level, in orde~ to.elimina~e confusion 
' . 
on the part of students. Above the pre-primer level, mo~t 
children have more ability in attacking unf~miliar words; 
and can read books with·a more extensive vocabulary. 
Audio-visual materials are used extensively these days 
to aid in the teaching of reading. Among these,films and 
filmstrips are well-suited to provide enrichment. 
Tpe purpose of this study is, therefore, to p~~sent 
books for pupils and teachers, as well as filmstrips, whic~ 
are available in Manchester to supplement the Ginn Readers. 
-iv-
0 ,l / . 
CHAPTER 1 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND PREVIOUS RESEARCH! 
The review of the research relateq to the pre9ent 
study is divided into three categories; interests ~f the 
child, vocabulary burden~ and the use of audio-visual 
materials in the teac~ing of reading. Unde; these d~fferent 
headings, many aspects relating to a child's progress in 
~eading are taken into consideration~ 
The fact that children are individuals and each one 
is different from every other one warrants the use of 
various methods of teaching reading. Supplementary and. 
enrichment materials play an important role in helping 
children develop to the utmost. 
There is no definite chronological age at which 
children should begin to read. ~any factors affect a 
child's progress in reading; language skills, knowledge 
of letters and sounds, environment, motivation, mental 
ability are some things which may help or hinder a child 
in learning to read. 
1. Children's Interests 
The role that interests play in developing a desire 
to learn to read is most imp·ortant. When starting children 
-1-
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0 
on the road to reading, teachers should keep the interests 
of children·uppermost in mind, and in this way save them 
from much of the confusion that often characterizes beginnin:g 
y' 
reading situations •. Gray,.. has stated re.9arding interests: 
"'One basic principle of learning states we learn more readily 
and retain those things we want to learn, need to find out, 
and are curious about.~ 
The part the teacher plays in providing means to expand 
the children's interests and experiences is summed up by 
2/ 
Gray- in the following words: 
( 
"Children's interests do not just happen. They 
are the results of all the experiences youngsters have. 
Every teacher has the responsibility of not only 
capitalizing on and using these interests of youngsters 
,.·.:..:.with whom she wor~s, but also of opening up new vistas 
for them to pursue through the many different kinds of 
experiences and opportunitie~ she guides the child in 
discovering." 
There are many different types of children in each 
classroom. By investigating their likes and dislikes a 
teacher is better able to understand her pupils. She should 
provide many diverse reading opportunities for them. As 3/: ·:-
Gray- has said in this matter: 
"Interests can·provide for us, as teachers, an 
opening wedge or springboard in helping children to 
become real readers. Psychologists in general a~ree 
that youngsters possess only a few natural interests 
UMaxine Gray,_ Q~alities Children Like in Books, 11' A Report 
of the Thirteenth Annual Conference and Course on Reading, 
Univ. of Pittsburg, Pittsburg 13, Pa., June 17-28, 1957, p. 52. 
Y,loc. cit .• 
~/Loc. cit. 
0 
0 
which are closely connected with their wants and needs 
and, at an early age, develop social and cultural 
interests. These can serve as motivating ~orces for 
many reading activities. Interests help greatly, too, 
in determining what the child attends to, what he does, 
and the kind of person he· is and may become. Perhaps 
then, the teacher's role regarding interests is a dual 
one--one in which she knows and capita~izes on the 
active interests o~ her youngsters and one in which 
these existing interes~s serve to deepen, broaden, 
extend and develop more stimulating ones.u 
When discussing the interests of ohildr~n, the question 
often arises "Just what are children's interests?"· One answer 
l/ 
to this much-discussed question is expressed by Austin: in 
the ~allowing way: "Reading interests are, o~ 'course, the 
things boys and girls want' to read about, but basically, the 
interests include the things they like to do, the people they 
like to know about, the things they want to learn how to doo ,. 
Youngsters in our classrooms possess individual interests 
as well as those which may be shared by others .in the classo 
2/ 
Gray- feels that these common or general ones, identifie& 
by studies o~ interests, age groups and speci~ic needs, can 
serve as a starting point for the common r~ading, social 
studies, and other group experiences that children encountero 
Ii'Martha LowAiistin, "A Survey o~ Current Reading Interests-~ Trn Kindergarten through Grade Three,•" Develo:e!Bs Permanent 
~E~-·~n-~2Sing, compiled and edited-bY Helen M;-·Robinson, 
Supplementary Educational Monographs, Number 84, The University 
of Chicago Press, Chicago, ~11., December, 1956, p. 53. 
g/~...£ll• J P• 53o 
0 
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There is a wide variety of subjects that appea~ to 
children, so the teacher is not limited to a great degree in 
her choices. She should, however, become acquainted with 
the types of elements that have greatest appeal to them. 
1/ 
Gunderson- made a study in grade two to determine the 
particular qualities in books that appeal to these children. 
The teacher asked the children why they like certain books. 
In general, the children liked the books for qualities of 
humor, excitement, suspense, adventure, kindness to animals, 
. 
magic or fancy; ability of the leading character to accom-
plish the unusual or unexpected; and an ending in which 
justice triumphs. 
When investigating stories that are of interest to 
2l 
small children, Lewis found: 
~stories that present, either realistically or 
symbolically, the problems and emotional situations 
faced by real children in and out of their families, 
at differeqt stages of their growth; stories of warmth; 
of the courage and tenacity that lead even the small 
and weak, or the old and worn-out, to successful 
achievement; stories of the overcoming of fear and 
~anger; stories that bring new perspectives and 
discoveries flashing onto the pag~i with surprise 
or suspense, or adventurous turns and twists; stories 
made for laughter and peopled with ourselves, as we 
are, and as we would like to be--these are essentially 
what all children are looking for." 
!7ACines G. Gunderson, "What Seven-Year Olds Like in Books, 11 
tflementary English (March, 1953), 30:163-166. 
2/Claudia Lewis, Writin~ for Young Children, Simon and 
Schuster, New York, It;~, p. 8!. 
~. 
.,5 
1/ 
~n this same study, Lewis- says: 
11It is likelY-i that the animal story, in which 
-animals act as people, will not outgrow its popularity 
among young children. Animal characters are scarcely 
ambiguous symbols, yet they are ohe step removed from> 
human beings, and £or this reason invite the child to 
project himself freely into them. When a bunny is 
pictured running away, or a puppy 'is shown rebelling 
against the things he should do, the child can 
experience vicariously what he might not otherwise 
feel free to experienceo" ~ 
2/ 
~rank- has given the results of years of experience 
in learning what children of different ages enjoy in reading. 
She indicates that everything points to the love of preschool 
children for color, especially the primary colors, in illus-
trations in picture bookso Young children delight in word. 
sounds and word sensationso Humor must be direct and obvious, 
hinging on sensations within their range of understandingo 
t 
Children can not understand situations if they are based oa 
' 
experiences they have not yet hado They attribute human 
qualities to their toys and pets and do not find it at all 
strange that the "Three Bears" should sit in chairs and sleep 
in bedso 
Teachers should always remember that they have an 
obligation to meet the needs of all the students under their 
supervision, not just some of them. Even though teachers have 
!irEid., -p. 92; 
2/Josette Frank, Your Child's Reading Tod~, Doubleday and 
crompany, Garden Ci~y;-New-Yo~I954,-pp:-o5-72o 
0 
0 
Rrovided many different types of books for their pupils, their 
task is not finishedo They should strive constantly to dis-
cover new interests among their pupils and to provide oppor-
tunities for them to broaden their interests and experiences, 
for, in this way, children will truly grow in a manner which 
befits them. 
~i£hm~n~of meaning for,childr~e-- When children 
enter school, many of them are not ready to commence reading. 
Coming from many types of homes, it is up to the teacher to 
discover the richness or deprivation of their backgroundso 
They must understand what they are going to read about, or 
disinterest and failure will resulto The neeQ for such real~ 
' 1/ life experiences is expressed by Smith- with these words: 
"To insure success in the initial read:ii).g program, a rich 
background of experiences is customaryo Children must have 
some perception of what they read before they can comprehend 
or enjoy reading.u 
One manner in which to broaden a child's experiences 
is by reading to themo The teacher should try t~ obtain 
books that will be of interest to HEr pupilso By reading 
books to them that will broaden their experiences, she will 
provide the basis for rich reading experiences to her 
childreno 
I7Kitty BQwden-Smithi An'~lsis of Fiftl Supi~~~~~~ary __ Ri~~eif ~~~!B~h~ Rea Tit Ex~e~~gpes_Na~--- ~I_~~ _ n n1 
~~ing g~~g~~' Unpublished Masters Thesis, School of 
Education, Boston University, 1953, Pe le 
The need for rich and varied background experiences 
and the role they play in the teaching of reading is made. 
Jl 
clear in the succeeding paragraphs: 
11 Reading is a process of evaluation by means of 
which the reader obtains m~~tal constructs, or 
concepts. The extent to wfuich the reader gets the 
mood, intent, and tone of the author depend~ upon his 
ability to reconstruct the experiences behing the 
symbols. The foundatiqn of meaning is experience. 
All teachers have the primary responsibility of . 
gu~ding the child in relating what he is reading to 
what ne has observed, experimented with, and felt. 
Hence, reading is a process, not a subject, and all 
teachers must provide systematic guidance in reading. 
Growth in meaning vocabulary is one of the most 
important instructional jobs. 
71 
Too often, reading instruction is limited to the 
activities in a reading class. And too often,'these 
activities ~re limited to pronunciation skills, 
location of information, formal exercises in matching 
synonyms and antonyms, and the like. When reading 
instruction is terminated at this level, it falls short 
of the legitimate goals of education." 
; 
Exercises also aid in the development of word meaning 
2/ 
and enrichment. Durrell- has stated: 
"Wg;rds/are more easily learned when possessed of 
"color11 or surrounded with many associations. A word 
may be "dull" if it has only one meaning, such as a 
dictionary defin~tion or a simple defination given by 
the teacher or tEe class. Such a word will be learned 
with difficulty and forgotten quickly. A child may 
read a word correctly when it has one meaning and not 
when it has others. Emotional disturbances during 
reading--embarrassment, confusion, fear, extreme 
!/Emmett Albert B'etts, ~dations of Reading Instruction, 
American Book Co~pany, New York, l94o, p. 127. 
2/Donald D. Durrell, Imkrovement of Basic Reading Abilities, 
World Book Company, Yon ers-on-Hudso~, New York, 1946, 
pp. 166-167,. 
concentration--may cause loss of normal meaning 
associations of words known to the child. 
When difficulties in word mastery are extreme, 
activities for enrichlil'ent of meaning should precede . 
reading practice, even though the meaning of words 
may be known. In enrichment practice the word und~r 
consideration should be visible to the class--on the 
blackboard, on a flash card, or thrown on the screen 
from a lantern slide. During ~he enrichment period 
derivatives of the word, such as those ending in.ing, 
s, ed, er, est, should also be shown." 
-·---- 1:1 
Other means of enriching meaning for children are: 
8 
1. Conversation about experiences; 2. Telling of short 
stories or reading of stories to them; 3. Direct illustration 
of meaning; 4. Derivation of words; 5. Use of act~vities and 
centers of intere~t; and 6. Vis~al aids. 
-There are many_opportunities available to teachers to 
enrich meaning for their students~ Pictures, games,and 
objects are useful in this regard. Reading and telling 
stories to them are two of the most enjoyable ones, and 
the teacher should take advantage of al~ the opportunities 
she has to help children in this way. She should use her 
ingenuity and not lose any chance to assist them along the 
road to happy and enriching reading experiences. 
2. Vocabulary Load of Primary Readers 
During the past few decades, much res~arch has been done 
concerning the problem of primary readers. These studies 
1/Ibid .• , pp. !57-171. 
0 
0 
' ~ have lead to the simplification of readers. 
. . 
1:1 Pa.qker 
reported that ten first ~eaders, in wide_ us~, had a total 
of 3541 different words counting all forms of each word. 
'1./ . . . -
Wheeler and_Howell- found that ten first readers, 
extensively used, had a total of 2061 words counting all 
variants, except plurals in$, as separate words. They 
found that the ten primers studied had a combined vocab-
ulary of 1139 words. 
Y~ Gross reported a study of ten pre-primers, whi·cDn 
9 
contained a combined vocabulary of 393 words, counting all 
forms separat~ly excep·t the singular possessive for a total 
of 8831 words of reading material. This study revealed the 
word difficulties confronted by children under a plan of 
teaching beginning.reqding which involved the use of a 
number of pre-primers pr~vious to primer reading and w~th 
no orderly plan of introducing and repeating new words. 
From 1934 to 1940 there was a big decrease in the 
variation of vocabulary in pre-primers as shown by a 
1/J.L. Packer, The Vocabularies of Ten First Readers, The 
Tw~ntieth Yearbook o! the National Society !or the Study of 
Education, 1921, Part II, pp •. 127-144~ 
~heel~r and I!fowell, "A· First-Grade Vocabulary Study. 11 
~mentary School ~~l (September, 1930), 31: 52-60 • 
.2/Aline E. Gross, 1*A1 Pre-Primer Vocabulary Study, 11 §!ementary 
School Journal, (September, 1934), 35:48-56. 
0 
10 
1/ 2/ 
comparison of the study by Gross- and a study by Stone.-
Whereas Gross found 393 different words in ten pre·-primers 
.i,n 19,34, s~~ne found only 359 in 1941 in twenty pre-primers~ 
·~ 
Burns made a study of supplernenta~y and enrichment 
books to use in her class·room. They were examined for 
vocabulary and interest, and, as a result of the study, the 
following conclusions were ar~ived at; 
1. There is a wide variatio~ in the vocabulary of first 
grade books. Because of this variation, care should 
be given in the selection of books for supplementary 
reading~ 
2. Of the 127 supplementary reading books examined, only 
7.7 or about 61 per cent showed a fair degree of 
similarity of vocabulary to the basic vocabulary. 
3. The greatest similarity of vocabulary of books appears 
to be at the first pre-primer level. 
4o The least similarity of vocabulary appears to be at 
the last first reader level. 
5. Literature books for children appear to favor stories 
about animals. · 
r 
These books were compared with the basal system that 
was used in her classroom. The results show that careful 
consideration should be given to the books chos'en to use as 
supplementary material; they should be checked for both 
vocabulary and interest value. 
i/LOc. cit. 
2lQ:la:re:tl'c:e 1\. Stone,'' 11 The Vocabularies of Twenty Pre primers, 11 
"'E1en'lentary_§chool Journal (February, .1941), 41':423-429. 
3/Lo-is o. Burns, Sur:mlementary Reading and Enrichment 
Materials for Grade One, Unpublished Service Paper, School 
of Education, Boston University, 1949, pp. 76-77. 
0 
0 
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. Reg~xding the simplification of readers, Stone- has 
stated: 
. ) 
. . -.. The . primary 'read~rs ot: rece~t 'y_ears ;, as a ruie,. 
are much e?sier, level by level, thap .. they we~e pr~~ .. 
yious to +930, the year the~e appeared the t:~rs~ _ 
series of primary readers satisf~c~ory f~o~ th~.st~nd­
poipt of vo~abulary control. _The g~neral t~ndency 
since has been to introduce w~rds mor~ gradually and 
~o provide more books in the primary ser~es. .Th~~ . 
c}Jange for the better has beeh. brought about by_ . . . · ·. 
research studies of the vocabula~ies of primary readers, 
py the construction of standard word lists fo~.P+~~~ry . 
reading, and by a demand for simpler reading material 
level by level with the vocabulary carefully controlle_d." 
Several authors hav~ pointed out the need of books fo~ 
children th
1
at have high-interest and q low.~oc~bulary AQado. 2 . . 
A booklist- was comprised to meet these needs •. ~h~~ w~s a 
list of trade books, well written and illustrated,.to be 
used with remedial reading cases and slow learners •. The 3/ . . . 
present list- of over 1000 titles is a biennial ou~-growth 
of that first list which contained about 100 titles. 
4/ 
A list·of word§- which summa~izes seye*aJ_gr~up stuqies 
was recently completed at Boston University concerning the 
T~larence R. Stone, Progress in"PrimaryReading, Webster 
P~b~i~hing Company_,, Atlanta, (§~, '10956, p •. 98. 1 .. • •• ~ .. 
~/J!fe~~n ~. Sullivan ~meL Lorraine· E. Tolman, "High Intere·st-
low Vocabulary ·Reading Materials 1 111 Journal of Educationt (.Decem}?~r.,· .1-956),. J,39 :2. 
~Ibid., PP• 2-119. 
4/lffelen P... Murphy, "The Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary ·oi .. ; 
~hildren in Prim~ry Grades,~~< Journal of E:iucation {December, 
1957), 140:2-104; 
12 
spontaneous speaking vocabulary of ehildren in kindergarten~ 
grades one, two and three. Seventy classrooms participated 
in the study and the runnin9 cbunt of words spoken was 
1,195,098. 
1/ 
Two recent studies-have been completed dealing with 
the·comparisons of the Boston University List and the I.K.U. 
and Gates Primary Lists, and the classification of the new 
list. There were 906 words common to all lists; 1574 
occurred on both I.K.U. and Boston University Lists;~and 
990 of the woxds on.the Gates Primary List were on the new 
list. Some of the vocabulary used frequently now, but not 
on the I.K.U. list of thirty years ago are terms of aviation, 
radio and television. 
2/ 
Among the recent vocabulary studies was one by Reeve,-
done in 1958, in which she summarized the results of the 
vocabulary of the pre-primers, primers and first readers in 
\ 
seven basal reading series. She reported a total]-of :663: 
different words, omitting proper names and counting each 
root word and its inflected forms only once. She also 
listed 109 words common to all series, 41 addition~! words 
common to six, and 115 words introduced in all the pre-primers. 
I/Ibid.;p. 3o 
2/0liv.e R. Reeve, 11 The Vocab~lary of Seven Primary Reading 
Series, 11 Elementary English (April, 1958), 35:237-239. 
13 
' Research during the last two decades has shown that the 
understanding vocabulary of first-grade children is much 
1/ 
larger than was earlier thought to b~ true. Shibles- m?de 
an investigation of the understanding vocabulary of children 
and found the size of the understanding vocabulary was 
greater among children of high intelligence and monolingual 
children. 
The vocabulary of primary children is of several 4ypes. 
2/ 
Dawson and Hayes- list them as follows: 
1. A listening vocabulary that enables the child to 
understand. 
2. A speaking vocabulary that continues to grow with 
the years. 
3. A sight-reading vocabulary that acts as a basis for 
a constantly growing reading vocabulary. 
4. A recognition voc.abulary composed of words that he 
can figure out independently and that ~nables 
reading with comprehension. · 
5. A writing vocabulary which consists of words used 
in communicating ideas to 'persons not ~resent a~ 
for recording data in written ~orm. 
Each of these vocabularies should be varied and exten-
sive. They start in the preschool years and gradually build 
up as the child progresses in intellectual knowledge and 
scholastic achievement. 
l/Burleigh H. Shibles, "How Many Words Does a First-Grade 
Ch~ld Know?", Elementary English (January, 1959), 36:42-47. 
2/Mildred A~ Dawson and Frieda Hayes, Children Learn the 
!anguage Arts, Dingee-Burgess Publishing Company, Minneapoli~, 
Minn., l959, pp~ 15-19. 
l4 
Ihe place of supEl~m~ntary reading.-- In the primary 
-grades, it is necessary for the ~eacher to have ma~y books 
readily accessible to her children. When seeking out books 
best suited to the particular needs of her students, she 
should make a thorough investigation of them before she 
presents themtto her pupils. Books that are too diff.icult 
ox that are not intexesting to hex students· should be 
avoided. Children like to read books that axe of interest 
to them but shy away from books that do not appeal to them. 
The value of good supplementary reading is summed up by 
!/ ' 
Sullivan and Tolman·. :in· the following way: 
"It is recognized that one of th~ best "remedial 
techniques11 and ways to improve ·the reading of the 
slower learner is to supply large amounts of interesting 
and easy reading material. Practice brings power and 
speed. The spone.r we can lead him in his school 
program to such easy materials the easier the devel-
opment of good reading habits fo.r him will be." 
21 
Burns- found that the research on values of supple-
mentary reading showed that such reading aids in accomplishing 
the following objectives: 
1. Accelerates achievement and aids comprehension. 
2. B~oadens vocabulary, knowledge, and experience. 
3. Increases interest. 
4. Promotes good attitudes, habits, and skills. 
5. Helps avoid reading errors. 
6·. Reduces f.ailu.res. 
7. :Pzovides fo:a.::ina~iY.tdtia.lldiff~~.em:;es•~ 
!lOP. cit., p. 2. 
g/op. c1!., p. 10. 
0 
0 
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Supplementary reading is necessary for both the:slow 
and the bright child, therefore, the teacher needs a .wide 
variety of material to meet the needs of all her pu.pils. 
The use of a class library is essential and helps promote 
the feeling of accomplishment that is so important when 
l/ 
dealing with slow children. As Witty- says, in referriDg 
to the use of a developmental program in teaching slow 
children. 
"For the slow-learning pupil, a developmental 
re9ding program appears especially desirable. Such 
a p~ogram recognizes the value of continuous systematic 
instruction, uti!ization of interest, fulfillment of 
developmental needs, and the relationship of exper-
ience in reading to other types of worth-while . 
activities. By this four-fold approach, steady growth 
in reading skills is made possible, and the attainment 
of basic .human satisfactions is facilitated. 11 
It appears evident that the major responsibility of 
providing adequate supplementary reading material for pri-
, . . 
mary children rests with the. classroom teacher herself. 
It is up to her to see that she fulfills this obligationt.; 
' ..... 
3. Audio-Visual Materials for Enrichment 
Films and Filmstrips 
Audio-visual methods of teaching reading are becoming 
increasingly popular with each passing day. There are many 
different kinds and they may be used in many teaching 
situations. Audio-visual instruction is not a separate 
1/Paui Witty, t1Needs of Slow-Learning Pupils," Education 
TFebruary, 1961), 81:334. · 
-0 
0 
school.:'subje.cit; it is a part of a teaching method designed 
to aid in the presentation of materials in ~rder that these 
materials are more clearly and easily understood, appre-
ciated, and applied. 
The worth of audio-visual aids as means of instruction 
I/ 
is stated by McKown- in the following words: "'Audio-visual 
aids are not designed to amuse the pupil but to increase his 
interest in, and his comprehension of, the topic being studied 
by presenting several different slants on it, especially 
through his tw.o most used senses--sight and hear~/g. 11 
Audio-visual aids have always been with us~-· even 
though many of the expressions used·to describe audio-visual 
instruction are of recent origin as far as professional 
literature is conc~rned. The method involved in such instruc-
tion is very, very old. It is probably the oldest method of 
conveying ideas because it is both simple and natural. 
3/ 
. · McKown- further s-tates: 
11Although audio-visual instruction was practically 
t· unheard of two decades ago, the develop~ent of this' 
field· has been astounding. Evidence of this fac:t is 
to be found in the number and variety of aids .manu-
c c }:factored. ancLmaa}~eted;. :the~:..pr6:6assion?l,~mp1oyment of 
teachers, supervisors, and directors; appropriate 
provisions made in new buildings; the number of.state 
and national organizations of producers and consumers 
of audio-visual equipment and materials; and'in the 
1/Harry c. McKown and Alvin B. Roberts, Audio-Visual Aids 
to Instruction, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, !949, . i;fP~~o P.o. 5-6. 
,..., /"7•,.;,.1 n 
-....·I ..;. ,, • t ' g/ Ibid.; p. 8. 
~/l£!£., P.• vi. 
recent literature-Lspetialized books, pamphlets, and journals, as well as articles in professional and 
popular magazines." 
. l/ . 
Wesley and Adams- feel that audio-visual materials · 
are especially effective on a primary level because so 
much learning depends upon sources other than reading 
materials. 
In the primary grades, many types of audio-visual 
aids are used. Films and filmstrips do much to interest 
. 2/ . 
children in re~ding\, Vlitty- has the following to say on 
th:i:s subject: 
"Interest also may be cultivated through the 
use of films and filmstrips. The film readers, 
designed to accompany many films, may be employed 
successfully wit~ slow-learning pupils, since the 
film supplies the background necessary for an 
understanding of each booklet. Experiences of 
these kinds often stimulate a strong interest in 
reading." -
Even when teachers do not have readers to accompany 
their films and filmstrips, these·aids are ve~y valuable. 
Care must be given to the'pr6per use of the filmstrip; it 
3/ 
is not merely fox entertainment. As Dale- has stated: 
u1The greatest er.r.:ors in using a filmstrip ari·se 
whe~ it is regarded as being essentially similar to 
11 
a motion picture. Remember that the filmstrip lacks 
certain of the attention-compelling qualities of the 
motion picture--motion, sound, and tempo. Indeed, the 
effectiveness of a filmstrip lesson depends in very 
!/Edgar Bruce Wesley and Mary A. Adams, ~s£hina Social 
Studies in the Elementary School, D.C. Heath ap Company, 
Bo.ston, !952, pp:-Ioo-l'o • 
g/be. ci~ •• p. 333. 
3/Edgar Dale, Audio~Visual Methods in Teaching, The Dryden 
!>ress, New York, 1954, pp. 263-264. 
. ' 
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large measure upon the skill of the teacher in 
utilizing the distinctive advantages of the medium. 
lS· 
In general you make the same kind of prepar-
ation.that is called for when using a recor~ing, a 
motion picture, or any other teaching material. You 
hQve selected this filmstrip because it fits logically 
into the planned experiences of your class at this 
particular time, and because it can make certain 
specific contributions. In the light of your knowledge 
of your students' previous experiences and present 
i~texests, you can expect them to be more attracted by 
certain ideas growing out of the filmstrip than by 
nthers." 
Children often retain that which they can see longer 
than that whi~h they hear. By the use pf filmstrips, 
.familiar and unfamiliar.events and happenings become real 
to them ahd:help them in the quest of knowledge. Children's 
' 
experiences are enriched and they have a better foundation 
on which to improve their ability in reading. 
0 
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CHAPTER II 
PIAN OF THE STUDY 
In order to conduct this study it was necessary to 
investigate the first grade books published by Ginn and 
Company, which is the basal system used, and to analyze 
them for content and vocabulary. The vocabulary and story 
content of these books were used as <guildes ih' the selection 
of children's books for supplementary reading, for the books 
in the teachers' bibliography, and for filmstrips in the 
filmstrip list. These books included: My Little Red,_§tory 
~' Pre-Primer I; My Little Green Story Book, Pre-Primer II; 
My Little ~lue Story Book, Pre-Primer III; The Little White 
House, Primer, and .Qn Cherry Street_, First Reader. Th.e 
main theme or interest of each story was noted and from 
these the following seven general headings were determined. 
1. Family, Home and Friends--At Play and Work 
2. Animals 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
City and Country Life 
So9ial Learnings 
The Seasons--Nature 
Just for Fun--Make-Believe 
Miscellaneous 
-19-
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Two hundred primary books, .. available at the City 
Library in Manchester, New Hampshire, which fell into 
these seven general headings, were .read and annotated py 
writing a short sentence as to their contents. Some books 
were best suited to be included in the Children's Biblio-
graphy and others in the Teachers' Bibliography. All 200 
books that were checked were valuable and are included in 
the study; 120 of them in the Ch,tldren·' s Bib'liography and 
80 in the Teachers' Bibliography. All books were listed: 
under the most appropriate interest area. 
The Audio-Visual Cent~r o.:f:tne.(.Manchester·:SchoolS:i, which 
is located at the Franklin School,· w_as visited to check the 
filmstrips for primary grades that·were available. A list 
of these filmstrips was then made·and they were placed under 
the most appropriate interest area·previously mentioned. 
One hundred fifty are l.isted which is all that were available. , 
~n addition, films available at the Audio-Visual Center 
.in Manchester that were in the interest areas were investi~ated. 
It was learned that these fiJms are no. longer available to 
schools as many achools now have their own film libraries, 
so this list was not included. 
Criteria for children's books.-- Books qualifying as 
supplementary reading books in the Children's Bibliography 
were chosen for their similarity with interest axeas of the 
Ginn Basic Reading Sexies and availability at the City 
0 
0 
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tib~ary in Manchester. The vocabulary was checked for 
levels: Pre-Primer, Primer, First Reader or Second Reader. 
Books 6f several stories or one long story are included. 
If the book fitted the vocabulary levels set up it was 
included in the Bibliography. The form of the Children's 
Bibliography is as follows: 
O'Donnell, Mabel 
Skip Alogg, 
White P~ains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1957 
47 pages 
A group of exceedingly simple, quick-moving, 
fun-provoking stories connected with familiar exper-
iences of everyday life. Na~ure is used as a 
background. 
The annortated bibliography of children's books will 
be found in the next chapter under the title 11Children's 
Books. u· 
Criteria for teachers' books.-- The books included in 
the Teachers' Bibliography were chosen for similarity of 
interest with the Ginn Basic Reading Series and availability 
at the City Library in Manchester. These books were in the 
same areas of interest as the children's books but were too 
difficult for the children to read themselves. The form of 
the Teachers' Bibliography is as follows: 
0 
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Calhoun, Mary 
The Sweet Patootie Doll 
New York: William -Morrow and Company 
1957' . 
32 pages 
Story of a Sweet Patootie Doll and how she came to 
be. She belonged to a little girl named Lucy and has 
many adventures and fun. 
The annotated bibliography of teachers' books will be 
found in the next chapter under the title"Teachers' Books". 
Criteria for filmstrips.-- The filmstrips listed in the 
study are for primary grades, in the selected areas of 
interest, and available at the Audio-Visual Center of the 
Manchester Schools, locate~ at the Franklin School in 
Manchester. The filmstrips were listed under the seven 
general headings, and are presented in the next,chapter under 
the title 11 Filmstrips 11 • 
The Cumulative V9cabulary for Grade One of the Ginn 
Reading Series and the level on which the word first appears 
will be found in the Appendix, as will a list of the filmstrip 
companie·s which supply filmstrips to the Audio-Visual Cent-e:t-
of the Manchester Schools. 
0 
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CHA~TER III 
SUPPLEMENTARY N~TERIALS 
It was the purpose of this study to develop two 
annotated bibliographies to be used with the first grade 
books .of the Ginn Basic. Reader Series. Also, to develop 
a list of filmstrips available at Manchester's Audio-Visual 
Center, located at the Franklin School, which could be used 
as enrichment material and which were in accord with the 
general interest areas of the Ginn Readers. Two hundred 
books were exa~ined and 150 filmstrips. 
The Children's Bibliography of supplementary material 
is composed of four levels; Pre-Primer, Primer, Fir$t Reader 
and Second Reader. Interest areas of the books were noted 
and the bibliography was arranged around them. Vocabulary 
of the books was checked so as to put the books in their 
proper category. 
The Teachers' Bibliography included books whose themes 
fell into one of the interest areas based on the story con-
tent of the books of the Ginn Reading Series for Grade One. 
The 120 books listed in the Children's Bibliography 
were divided by levels as follows: Pre-Primer, 40; Primer, 30; 
First Reader, 39; and Second Reader, 11. Eighty books are 
-23-
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found in the Teachers' Bibliography, the total number o'f 
books in both bibliographies peing 200. 
The numbe.r of pooks in each interest area in th'e · 
annotated bibliographj,.es is illt.!strated as follows·: · 
Interest Areas Number .. of 
Children's 
Books 
Farriil}q · .. J;Iotne .. and :·Eriends;;i"A.t Elay. ~-
and Work. • ..... ••••·•••. • •••••·•• ..... •·•·••·•• 
Animals~ ...... .,." ................. ••·••• •••• •• .-. 
City and Country Life ••••••.•• ••·••o-• ••.•. ,;; 
The Seasons--Nature ................... ;;. .. 
Just for Fun--Make-Believe •• •• o ......... ~~ 
Miscellaneous •••• ~•••••••••••••••••··~· 
Total ......... o·• •.•• •·••·••·•·• ••• •• •• • ... 
48 
19 
7• 
19 
9 
6 
12 
--
120 
Number of 
Teachers' 
Books 
6 
21 
4 
9 
7 
17 
16 
-
80 
24 
The following summarizes the number of books on each level 
which were examined in the interest areas covered in this study: 
Levels 
Interest Areas l?re- Primer First Second Teachers' 
Primer Reader Reade.t' Books 
Family, Home and Friends--
At Play and Work •••••••••••• 25 8 12 3 6 
Animals ••• •·•·•• •·•• •• •••• • ..... 6 4 7 2 21 
City and Country Life•••o••• 2 4 l 0 4 
Social Learnings ••••••••••• ~ 3 5 6 5 9 
The Seasons--Nature •••••••• ~ 0 4 4 l 7 
Just for Fun--Make B.elieve •• 0 2 4 0 17 
Miscellaneous ••••••••••••••• _L 3 
-2. _Q_ .Ja_ 
Total .................... 40 30 39 11 80 
0 
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One hundred fifty:fi~strips:.ip the interest. areas set 
up were found at the Audio-Visual Center at the Franklin 
School in Manchester. These were all that were available~ 
The filmstrips w~re divided into interest areas as follows: 
Interest Areas Number of 
Filmstrips 
Family, Home and Friends, At Play and Work •••• ~~ 5 
~nimals .............. ,.~. o·•······'!'·····-.·· .. -. .. ........ 15 
. . ' 
Soc:i:al Learnings.o.••·•••••.e•••••··· ••• ,;.;; •. ~.·;;~ .•. ~; 53 
The Seasons--Nature •• o•••••••••••;·~··•••••••••• 18 
Just for Fun--Make-Believe.;O •••• .;",· ......... ••••·••• 21 
Miscellaneous ••••• oo·•••••••••••*·~·· •. .,.•••••••·••• ~ 
Total.~ ........... ,.;; •• ~,; •• ~ ......... ; ............. ~ 150 
The two bibliographies and the list of filmstrips are 
found in the present chapter. 
It was learned that the practice of having films 
delivered to the schools was no longer done and that the 
films are no longer availab~e. lf.the'schools'want films 
:they· rent~.::them,:.if the:y. a6~~h6t. ha~e ::their own film librartes. 
MOst of the schools in Manchester are now establishing 
their own filmstr.ip lihra:r~es~afld:;noidopg.er. make:.:useoof·~lhe 
filmstrips available at ·the Franklin School.; 
'I< 
CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
Stories about 
Family, Home and Friends--At Play and Work 
1. Banks, Myrtle 
Before Winky 
Pre-Primer Level 
Boston: Allyn and Bacon 
1957 
47 pages 
Jane, Billy and their little brother, David, have 
many adventures at home and at play, especially with 
their pet monkey, Winky. 
2. Betts, Emmett A., and Carolyn M. Welch 
All in aJ2..e..Y 
New York: American Book Company 
1958 
72 pages 
26 
Sue, Jimmy and their dog, Pepper, have fun at h.ome 
and play. Rhymes and phonics exercises are found at 
the back of the book. 
3. Betts, Emmett A., and Carolyn M. Welch 
Ride Away, 
Boston: American Book Company 
1953 
47 pages 
Begins with picture stories where the names of the 
main characters, Kim, Wendy and their dog, Tike, are 
introduced. Relates common experiences of childhood 
in a simple, interesting way. 
4. Bond, Guy L., Grace A Dorsey, Marie c. Cuddy and 
Kathleen Wise 
Play and Work 
Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan 
1958 
46 pages 
Relates the everyday experiences of Ann, Jane and 
Billy with their dogs, Skip and Rex, who usually 
manage to get into some mischief. 
5. Bond, Guy L., Grace A. Dorsey, Marie c. Cuddy and 
Kathleen Wise 
Play with Us 
Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan 
1954 
61 pages 
More adventures of Ann, Jane and Billy with their 
dogs, Skip and Rex. 
6. Bond, Guy L., Grace A. Dorsey, Marie c. Cuddy and 
Kathleen Wise 
See Us Ride 
Chicago: Lyon$ and Carnahan 
1958 
61 pages 
27 
Amusing and interesting experiences of Judy, Billy 
and Ann with their dogs, Skip and Rex. 
1. Bond, Guy L., Grace A Dorsey, Marie c. Cuddy and 
Kathleen Wise 
·Three of Us 
Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan 
1954 
45 pages 
Lively illustrations lead the child to the 
interpretation of simple stories, thereby mak~ng 
an easy introduction to word symbols. The sentences 
axe short, but complete. 
': 
8. Burton, William H., Clara Belle Baker and Grace K. 
Kemp 
Here We Plah 
New York: T e New Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc. 
1959 
69 pages 
Portrays the simple play activities of three 
typical·children, Don, Peggy and their younger 
brother, Tad. Simple, yet with real story qualities. 
9. Crawford, Berenice 
Bob and Judy at Pla~ 
Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan 
1939 
31 pages 
28 
Bob and Judy have fun playing with their dog, Toby. 
They visit the park and other places of interest. 
10. Durrell, Donald D., Helen Blair Sullivan and Kay 
Bishop 
Bing 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company 
1950 
63 pages 
Bing's adventures at home with Baby, Betty and 
Bobby are told in an appealing way for children. 
11. Durrell, Donald D., Helen Blair Sullivan and Kay 
Bishop 
Up and Down 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company 
1950 
39 pages 
More stories about Baby, Betty and Bobby with 
their father and mother. 
0 
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12. Gates, Arthur I., Miriam Blanton Huber and Frank Seely 
Salisbury 
At the Lake 
New Yor~: The Macmillan Company 
1951 
48 pages 
Ted and Sally, along with their dog, Boots, and 
their cat, Tuffy, go to the lake and camp out. They 
have fun fishing and swimming. 
13. Gates, Arhtur I., Miriam Blanton Huber, Celeste Comegys 
Peardon and Frank Seely Salisbury 
This Is Fun (A revision of Now We Go Again, 1939) 
New Yorkt The Macmillan Company 
1945 
48 pages 
Judy and Jim engage in many activities when they 
go to visit Grandmother and Grandfather in the city. 
14. Hildreth, Gertrude, Allie Lou Felton, Mabel J. Henderson 
and Alice Meighen 
The Twins Tom and Don 
Philadelphia: The John c. Winston Company 
1947 
31 pages 
Delightful story of the twins, Tom and Don, and 
of the two Cocker Spaniel puppies they receive as 
birthday presents. 
15. Hymes, James L., Jr. 
Two Birthday Presents for_ Father 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1955 
14 pages 
Mother and Andy play a joke on father on his 
birthday by pretending to give him two silly presents. 
Many kinds of stores are shown. 
0 
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16. O'Donnell, Mabel 
Open the Door 
Evanston, .Illinois: Row, Peterson and Company 
1947 
71 pages 
30 
Alice, Jerry and Jip take part in some quick-moving 
fun. Relates familiar experiences of their everyday 
lives. 
17o O'Donnell, Mabel 
Rides and Slides 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1956 
47 pages 
Fuh of Alice and Jerxy at home, especially with 
their new puppy, Jip. 
18. O'Donnell, Mabel 
§.kip Along 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1957 
47 pages 
A group of exceedingly simple, quick-moving, 
fun-provoking stories connected with familiar exper-
iences of everyday lives. Nature is used as a : 
background. 
19. O'Donnell, Mabel 
Under the Sky 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1957 
71 pages 
Human and humorous illustrations are found in 
this easy, yet interesting book concerned with familiar 
experiences of day-to-day living. 
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20. Phillips, Esther 
Molly, Pete and Ginger 
Boston: D.C •. Heath and Company 
1955 -
69 pages 
Story based upon familiar play interests of boys 
and girls. Ginger, the dog, adds humor and suspense 
to the story. 
21. Pratt, Marjorie, and Mary Meighen 
Fun for You 
Chicago: Benjamin H. Sanborn Company 
1956 
45 pages 
31 
Story about animals designed to encourage children 
to note the sequence of events and to study the 
illustrations in each story in order that they may 
anticipate the climax of the story. 
22. Sharp, Adda Mai 
Secret Places 
Austin, Texas: The Steck Company 
1955 
48 pages 
Everyday adventures of a little girl, Twinkle, 
and her friend, Tommy,.finding secret plac~s for 
themselves and their animal friends. 
23. $heldon, William Do, Queenie B. Mills and Merle B. 
Karnes 
At Home 
Boston: Allyn and Bacon 
1957 
47 pages 
Everyday adventures of Linda, Bill and Ricky, 
along with their dog, Rags, and their cat, Midnight, 
working and playing at home. 
0 
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24. Smith, Nila B., and Kathryn Heinz 
Come and Play; 
Chicago: Silver Burdett Company 
1938 
40 pages 
Everyday activities of Nancy and Tom, along with 
their dog, Sandy. Fun at play is emphasized. 
25. Stauffer, Russell G., Alvina Treut Burrows, Mary 
Elisabeth Coleman and Miriam Mason Swain 
§Q_Y.Q 
Pliileadelphia: The John c. Winston Company 
1960 
70 pages 
32 
Action stories about real-life situations in which 
the characters seem as real as the youngsters next 
door. 
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Primer Level 
1. Battle, Florence 
Jerry Goes Fishing. 
Chicago: Beckley-Cardy Company 
1942 
60 pages 
The fun of fishing and then eating your catch 
outdoors is told in a lively way. Jerry, his dog, 
Bowser, and his friends join father on a fishing trip. 
2~ Gay, Romney 
A Home for Sandy 
Boston: D.C. Heath and Company 
1955 
119 pages 
Presents everyday happenings in the lives of two 
children, Jean and Tony, and their experiences with 
Sandy, a homeless little dog,who becomes a member of 
their family. 
3. Hanna, Paul R., and Genevieve Hoyt 
Peter's Fami.U 
New York: Scott, Foresman and Company 
1949 
123 pages 
Depicts everyday family living and presents 
desirable family relationships. It begins when Peter, 
the new baby, arrives at the home and stresses the 
importance of everyone as an active participant in 
family life. 
4~ McKee, Paul, M. Lucile Harrison, Annie McCowen and 
Elizabeth Lehn 
With Jack and Janet 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company 
1949 
189 pages 
Jack and Janet have fun engaging in everyday 
activities. Phonic exercises are also included. 
0 
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5. O'Donnell, Mabel 
Day In and Day Out 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1957 
157 pages 
Alice, Jerry, and their dog, Jip, have fun with 
their friends-, May and Jack. 
64 Smith, Nila Banton 
Through the Ga~· 
Chicago: Silver Burdett Company 
1945 
157 pages 
Amusing stories of family life. Mother also 
tells some funny stories to the children. 
7. Stauffer, Russell G., Alvina Treut Burrows, Mary 
Elisabeth Coleman and Miriam Mason Swain 
Come with Me 
Philadelphia: The John c. Winston Company 
1960 
156 pages 
Everyday activities of Nancy, Susan and Bill. 
Make-believe stories are also included. 
8. Tippett, James s. 
Stories about Henry 
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company 
1939 
123 pages 
Ten stories about Henry and his dog, Sport, 
along with his family and friend, Edward. They 
encounter many funny adventures, especially with 
Billy Goat. 
3'4 
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~ First Reader Level 
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lo Baruch, Dorothy, and Elizabeth Montgomery 
Good Times with Our Friends 
New York: Scott, Foresman and Company 
1954 
123 pages 
Centers around known health needs and contains 
realistic, easy-to-read stories with provocative 
health themes. It is health education based on real 
problems, people and situations. 
2. Betts, Emmett A. 
The ABC Around Green Hills 
New York: American Book Company 
1953 
189 pages 
Real and imaginary stories of several friends 
throughout the year. Circus fun and farm life are 
included. 
3. Freeman, Don 
Mop Toe 
New York: The Viking Press 
1955 
48 pages 
Story of a boy called Moppy who never wanted to 
have his hair cut. What finally convinces him to 
have it cut makes an amusing tale. 
4o Gates, Arthur Io, Miriam Blanton Huber and Celeste 
Comegys Peardon 
Down Our Street New York: The Macmillan Company 
1939 
198 pages 
Everyday adventures of Jim and Judy. Contains 
stories about the circus, animals, family and friendso 
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5. Gray, William s., Marion Monroe, A. Sterl Artley 
and May Hill Arbuthnot 
The New Our New Friends 
Chicago: Scott, Foresman and Company 
1956 
Jane, Dick, Sally and Spot have more fun and 
adventure. They meet both animal and storybook 
friends. 
6~ Hymes, James L., Jr., and Mabel O'Donnell 
Bingo Gets th~ Boys Out 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1955 
14 pages 
Three small adventurous boys learn to stay out 
of places where they do not belong through the help 
of Bingo, a tiny, imaginary boy. The story illustrates 
how a new house is built. 
7. Krasilovsky, Phyllis 
IQe V~y Little Gir_~ 
Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 
1953 
31 pages 
Charming story of a very, very, very, very little 
girl and how she grew to be as big as the other little 
girls she knew. 
8. Montgomery, Elizabeth, and Dorothy Baruch 
Three Friends 
New York: Scott, Foresman and Company 
1944 
155 pages ' 
The story of one year in the life of Sam, Sue and 
Johnnie. Their day-by-day experiences are developed 
around five central themes ·expressing some phase of 
personal adjustment. 
9. O'Donnell, Mabel 
Round About 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1957 
205 pages 
Adventures of Alice and Jerry with their friends. 
Includes stories of animals, the seasons and the 
family~ 
10. Ormsby, Virginia 
It's Saturdav:l 
New York: J.B. Lippincott Company 
1956 
32 pages 
A delightful story told in rhyme of fun on 
Saturday. After the work is done the children have 
fun on a picnic. 
11. Phillips, Mary Geisler,and Mabel O'Donnell 
Anythini Can Happen 
White P ains, New York: Row, Peterson and Co,pany 
1957 
191 pages 
Wonderful stories of everyday happ~nings in the 
lives of David, his family and friends. 
12. Stauffer, Russell G., Alvina Treut Burrows, Mary 
Elisabeih Coleman aQd.Evelyn Rezen ~pencer 
Awal We Go 
Phi adelPhia: The John c. Winston Company 
1960 
189 pages 
Adventures of Susan, Nancy and Bill having fun 
in everyday activities. 
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Second Reader Level 
1. Bond, Guy L., Grace A. Dorsey, Marie c. Cuddy and 
Kathleen Wise 
Down Our Way 
Chicago·:. Lyons and Carnahan 
1954 
247 pages 
Everyday adventures of Billy and Jack March. 
38 
Includes stories of animals, friends and make-believe. 
2. O'Donnell, Mabel 
Down the River Road 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1957 
159 pages 
A little boy named Jack moves to Hilltop Farm, 
where he has fun with his new friend, Lucky. Tells 
of his adventures. 
Ousley, Odille, and David H. Russell 
We Are Neighbors. (Revised Edition) 
Boston: Ginn and ~ompany 
1961 
269 pages 
Jack and Jean have fun with their neighbors on 
Barden Street. Includes stories of community helpers, 
make-believe, good times and animal friendso 
0 
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1. Derman, Sarah 
Surprise Egg_ 
Stories about 
Animals 
Pre-Primer Level 
Chicago: Benefic Press~ Publishing Division of Beckley-
Cardy Company 
1958 
47 pages 
Suspense story of a surprise egg in Little Hen's 
nest that turned out to be a bobwhite. 
2. Dolch, Edward w., and Marguerite P. 
Zoo Is Home 
Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard Press 
1958 
64 pages 
Adventures of many zoo animals including monkeys, 
seals and wolves told in an interesting way. 
3. Osswald, Edith, and Mary M. Reed 
Frisky the Goat 
Boston: D.C. Heath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
Story of a mischievous little goat and the antics 
he performs on the farm when a little boy and girl go 
there for a visit. 
4. Osswald, Edith, and Mary M. Reed 
My Dog Laddie 
Boston: D.C. _Heath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
An easy-to-read story of a little bny, David, and 
Laddie, a Collie dog. Their fondness for each other 
makes the story very appealing. 
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5. Sondergaard, Arsena, and Mary M. Reed 
Fun for Fidelia 
Boston! D.c. Heath and Company 
1950 
32 pages 
Patty has a white pet mQuse, Fidelia, who has her 
own house including a swing, see-saw,and merry-go-
round. Sto·ry relates the mischief that Fidelia gets 
into when she runs out of her cage. 
6. Sondergaard, Arsena, and Mary M. Reed 
Peanuts, The Pony 
Boston: D.c. Heath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
40 
The adventu~e-s· ·of' Peanuts.,· ·the- puny-; . a-nd his 
f~ieods; Nod~y,and Daisy. Tells how Peanuts went to 
the park and managed to get some peanuts, his favorite 
food, to eat. 
41 
c:J Primer Level 
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1. Minarik, Else Holmelund 
Father Bear Comes Home 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1959 
62 pages 
Four different stories of Little Bear, his 
family and friends told in an amusing. way. 
2. Robinson, Irene, and w:w. 
Picture Book of Animal Babies 
New York.: The Macmillan Company 
1947 
40 pages 
Many kinds of animals and their babies: domestic, 
farm and wild. All are illustrated with short captions 
about each. 
3. Sharp, Adda Mai, and Epsie Young 
Watch Me 
Austin, Texas: The Steck Company 
1947 
123 pages 
Fanciful stories about talking animals in the 
woods. 
4. Zion, Gene 
Harry and the Lady Ne~t Door 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1960 
62 pages 
Harry loved all his neighbors except the lady 
next door. What he decides to do about her singing 
is told in an enchanting wa.y. 
0 
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I, 
First Reader Level 
1. Brown, Daisy 
Tubby, Tiny and Toe 
New Yor~: Lyons and Carnahan 
1940 
31 pages 
42 
Three beax cubs and the fun they have in the woods, 
especially with Old Jim, who teaches them how to do 
tricks. 
2o Brown, Margaret Wise 
Sneakers 
New York: William R. Scott, Inc., Publisher 
1955 
144 pages 
Seven stories about a cat named Sneakers. Very 
amusing. 
3. Gates, Arthur I., and Zeta I. Brown 
The Animal Parade 
New York: The Macmillan Company 
1939 
48 pages 
The story of a dream that Jack has about his dog, 
Fuzzy and his animal friends. The anim~ls have a 
playday parade. 
4. Georgiady, Nicholas P., and Louis G. Romano 
Gertie ;khe Duck 
Chicago: Follett Publishing Company 
1959 
29 pages 
The story of how Gertie, the duck, finally found 
a place to build her nest. Develops kindness to 
animals and gives nature information. 
0 
0 
5. Koch, porothy , . 
When the Cows Got Out 
U.S.A.: Holiday House Inc. 
1958 
36 pages 
Tim came from the city to visit Grandfather on 
the farm in the mountains. How he lured the cows 
back to the barnyard with an ear of corn is an 
interesting part of the story. 
6. Meeks, Esther K. 
Something New at the Zoo 
Chicago; Follett Publisfiing Company 
1957 
26 pages 
Alice visits the zoo with her mother and sees 
the "Children's Zoo", a special place for baby 
animals. She likes the baby monkeys and chimps 
best of all. 
7. 01ds, Helen D. 
Miss Hattie and the Monkey 
Chicago: Follett Publishing Company 
1958 
29 pages 
..... 
43 
Jingl-e·s-, the monkey, plays a trick on Miss Hattie 
when she is in trouble, and becomes her friend, after 
she had expressed a dislike for him. The monkey comes 
to Miss Hattie's rescue •. 
Second Reader Level 
1. Dolch, Edward w., and Marguerite P. 
Big, Bigger, Biggest 
Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard Press, Publishers 
1959 
63 pages 
44 
True stories about wild animals from the time they 
are babies until they are full-grown• ' 
2 •. Tufts, Georgia 
The Rabbit Garden 
New York! Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company 
1961 
27 pages 
When Nora came to visit her grandfather, she 
helped him work in the garden. The rabbits are 
nibbling the carrots, lettuce and other vegetables. 
How she finds a way to stop this nibbling is quite 
interesting. Beautifully illustrated. 
0 
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1. 
Stories about · 
City and Country Life 
Pre-Primer Level 
Dolch, Edward w., and Marguerite P. 
On the Farm 
Champaign, Illinois: The Garrard Press, Publishers 
1958 
64 pages 
Easy-to-read stories of real-life experiences 
on the farm. Mary and Dan, along with Shep, the dog, 
and Pony enjoy playing and working on the farm. 
2. Osswald, Edith, and Mary M. Reed 
Hundreds of Turkeys 
Boston: D.C.Heath and Company 
1941 
32 pages 
Story of hundreds of turkey eggs and their 
hatching in an incubator.. Tells of the care of them 
and how one egg is favored and is not sent to market 
with the others. 
45 
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~ Primer Level 
0 
lo DeKelver, Caroline 
Good Times at the Farm 
New York: Lyons and Carnahan 
1940 
31 pages 
Tells of fun and work on the Bell farm. Mr. Bell 
and his son, Billy, are shown doi~g many farm chores. 
They also take a trip to town. 
2. Gates, Arthur I., Miriam Blanton Huber and Fxank Seely 
Salisbury 
Mr. and Mrs. Big. 
New York: The Macmillan Company 
1951 
32 pages 
Fun throughout the day on the farm of Mr. and 
Mrs. Big. Red, the dog, and Pet, the cat, join in 
the activities. 
3. Huber, Miriam Blanton, Frank Seely Salisbury and 
Arthur I. Gates 
The Ranch Book 
NeW York: The Macmillan Company 
1943 
151 pages 
The story of Jack and Nancy who live on a ranch. 
Gives an accurate picture of life on a ranch. 
4. McCall, Edith s. 
The Buttons at the Farm 
Chicago:-Beckley-Cardy Company 
1955 
63 pages 
When Uncle Ben and Aunt Jane go on a vacation the 
Button family take their place on the farm. They 
learn of the fun and work on a farm. 
~ First Reader Level 
0 
1. Sto~m, Grac~ E. 
Good Times Together New York: Lyons and Carnahan 
1940 
150 pages 
Bob and Judy have fun throughout the year, botn 
in the city and in the country. 
47. 
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Stories about 
Social Learnings 
Pre-Primer Level 
1. Greene, Carla 
I Want to Be a Coal Miner 
Chicago: Children's Press 
1957 
30 pages 
This simpl·ta text gives a dramatic account of 
coal for youngstexs--the origin, uses and different 
methods of mining coal. Teach~s the importance and 
the dignity of Wti~k. 
2. Hymes, James L., Jr •• and Mabel b'Donnell 
Danger, Danger, All Arouhd 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1955 
12 pages 
Sandy b:ec.omes acquainted with the many common 
"Danger" signs on a trip downtown with mother. 
When he· ±s~ home .again, he makes "Safe" signs to 
denote places and things that are safe. Brightly 
illustrated. 
3. McCall, ~dith So 
The Butt~ns See Things 
Chica9oi'Benefic Press 
1959 
48 page-s 
Mre. Button and her family visit a museum and 
become acquainted with antique as compare.d with 
modern modes of transportation. 
48 
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1. 
Primer Level 
Greene, Carla 
I Want to Be a Bus Driver 
Chicago: Children's Press 
1957 
32 pages 
Johnny rides to school on a school bus with Mr~ 
Bill and decides he would like to be a bus driver 
when he grows up. Teaches about the job of a bus 
driver. 
2. Greene, Carla 
I Want to Be a News Reporter 
Chicago: Children's Press 
1958 
31 pages 
Tells what happens when DoQ, who wants to be a 
reporter like his Uncle Jack, visits his uncle at 
the newspaper office where he is employed. 
3. Nemec, Lois G. 
School Friends 
New York: The Macmillan Company 
1955 
80 pages 
Democracy at work and play. Sally Ann and Danny 
learn many social virtues. 
4. Rambeau, John and Nancy 
,:Ji!!L_Forest and Ranger Don 
San Francisco: Harr Wagner Publishing Company 
1959 
59 pages 
An interesting story about the forest and a 
forest ranger. An amusing incident happens when 
11 The Thing", which turen out to be a big brown bear, 
appears on the scene. Jim Forest is the nephew of 
Ranger Don. 
0 
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5. Thomas, Eleanor, Ernest w. Tiegs and Fay Adams 
Stories about Linda and Lee 
Boston: Ginn and Company---· 
1954 
93 pages 
50 
Written about the lives of typical five and six 
year olds. Depicts everyday experiences and introduces 
them to such a community enterprise as a small country 
fair. 
Firs.t Reader Leve 1 
1. Hunnicutt, C.W., and Jean D. Grambs 
I Live with Othexs . 
Syracuse, New York: The L. w.. Singer Company, Inc. 
1957 
125 pages 
Carol and Bobby take a trip to the city and have 
many experienc~s. They see the woxk of many people 
and learn of the different types of work available 
to men and women. 
2. ~ymes, James L., Jr., and Mabel O'Donnell 
Singo Mi~ses a Puddle' 
White Pia1ns, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1\)55 
14 pages 
Ruth, who hates to put on rubbers, obeys her 
mother and does so. With the help of Bingo, she 
gets through the day safely without getting wet, 
only to do so after she ·removes her rubbers on the 
front poxch. 
3. Meeks, Esther K. 
The Hill That Grew 
Chicago: Follett Publishing Company 
1959 
29 pages 
Based upon a real event that took place in Oak 
Park, Michigan, this story encourages helpfulness 
and shows how goals can be accomplished by working 
together. Dick and his friends finally obtain a hill 
on which to ride their sleds by cooperating with 
other members of the community. 
4. Simon, Norma 
A Day at the Countv Fair 
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company 
1960 
32 pages 
A small child and his father start out together 
for the county fair. Colorful and exciting. When 
they arrive home, mother hears all about it. 
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5. Vreeken, Elizabeth 
The Boy Who Would Not Say His Name 
Chicago: Follett Publishing Company 
1959 
29 pages 
Bobby Brown likes to pretend he is someone else, 
and when asked his name he usually answers with some 
storybook character that he would like to be. How 
he is broken of this habit is very amusing. 
6. Wilcox, Charlotte E., and Edith s. McCall 
Come On 
Chicago: Beckley-Cardy Company 
1955 
121 pages 
52 
Brings home the theme that "Good health and safety 
are for everyone. 11 The story of Cathy and Bob and it 
covers many areas of health education. 
Second Reader Level 
1. Barker, Melvern 
How Little Boats Grow 
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company 
1955 
32 pages 
Jimmy Jim sees a little boat grow with the 
help of six little men in blue dungarees who work 
53 
and sing while making the boat. Tells of the different 
parts of a boat. 
2. Green~, Carla 
I Want to Be a Carpenter 
Chicago: Childrenfs Press 
1959 
31 pages 
Ellen and Don build a robin's house and then 
Don decides to be a carpenter. They watch the 
carpenters across the street build a house and 
l~arn of the work involved in such an undertaking. 
3. Hilliard, Pauline, and Marion Nesbitt 
David Writes a Letter 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons 
1954 
47 pages 
David is eagerly reaching out to establish a 
relationship with the larger world around him through 
letter writing. He wants to experience the commun-
ications which he sees others around him using and 
enjoying. Shows the interdependence of people. 
4. Moore, Clyde B., and Dorothy E. Cooke 
Visiting Our Neighbors 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons 
1957 
149 pages 
A well-rounded program of social studies for 
seven and eight year old children. The stories are 
the recorded lifelike experiences of Jim Ray and 
center around neighborhood and community interests of 
children in these age groups. 
0 
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5. Sth~nk, Esther M. 
Thanksgiving Time 
Chicago: Lyons and Carfi~han 
1954 
32 pa~es 
Grandmother and Grandfather come to visit Billy~ 
Jane:and their family for Thanksgiving. While there, 
they tell of the First Thanksgiving. Preparation of 
the feast and the other festivities that make for a 
happy Thanksgiving are included. 
54 
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Stories about 
The Seasons--Nature 
Primer Level 
1. Marino, Dorothy 
Good-bye Thunderstorm 
New York: J.B. Lippincott Company 
1958 
32 pages 
Davy, Francie and Johnny live on a farm, and 
they learn how all animals and people take care of 
themselves in a storm. Also, that storms can be 
rather fun. 
24 Parker, Bertha Morris 
Winter Is Here 
White Plains, New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1957 
38 pages 
Seasonal book. Many science learnings about 
nature accompanied by a picture dictionary~ 
3. Sanders, Agnes L. 
Good Times in Winter 
New York: Lyons and Carnahan 
1958 . 
31 pages 
Tells of fun in winter. Betty, Jane, Sue and 
Bob help the birds in winter. Many activities 
take place. 
4. Wavle, Ardra Soule 
Rain and Shine 
Boston: D.C. Heath and Company 
1955 
119 pages 
The interest of children in a wider knowleqge 
of their environment and their wonder over natural 
!>henomena are basic to the themes--:in this booko 
... ·· ~ ~. Storlies' cent.e:ut.,aiound ~ childhoop' experiences ::that are 
affected by changes in the season and the weather. 
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First Reader Level 
1. Gates, Arthur I., Miriam Blanton Huber and Frank 
Seely Salisbury 
Two Boys and a Tree 
New York: The Macmillan Company 
1957 
126 pages 
Fun throughout the seasons. Shows the making 
of a city from a town, and the importance of an 
apple tree on the lives of two boys. How they save 
the apple tree from being demolished is very inter-
esting. 
2. Lenski, Loi~ . 
I Like Winter 
New.York: Oxford University Press 
1951 
46.pages 
. The joys of winter are told in rhyme accompanied 
by colorful pictures. The little girl in the story 
loves winter best of all. 
3. Meeks, Esther K. 
In John's Back Yard 
Chicago: Follett Publishing Company 
1957 
26 pages 
John encounters many interesting things in his 
back yard while he is looking for his lost ball. 
Flowers, butterflies, insects, baby birds, a snake 
and a rabbit are observed. 
4. Zion, Gene, and Margaret Bloy Graham 
All Falling Down 
New York: Harper and Brothers, Publishers 
1951 
31 pages 
Sto~y of many:~hings that fall, especially from 
the sky. Rain, sno~ and leaves are included. Many 
science lessons are explained--shadows, stars and 
the night. 
5& 
Second Reader Level 
1. Zolotow, Charlotte 
The Sto.rm Book 
Eau Cl~ire, Wisconsin: E.M. Hale and Company 
1952 
32 pages 
Beautifully illustrated story of a small boy 
57 
who, on a hot, sticky, still day sees a storm coming 
up. The storm progresses until the boy sees a rainbow 
a£~er it is over. All parts of the storm are shown. 
0 
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Stories about 
Just for Fun--Make-Believe 
Primer Level 
lo McClintock. Mike 
A Fly Went By 
New York: Beginner Bo6ks, Inc. 
1958 
65 pag.es. 
Humorous story of a little boy sitting by a 
lake, looking at the sky, and the funny series of 
happenings that occur aftex a fly goes by. 
2. Pratt, Marjorie, and Mary Meighen 
Story Wagon 
Chicago: The L.W. Singer Company 
1960 
94 pages 
Fanciful stories about talking animals, told 
in the form of riddles. Children try to guess 
what animal is talking after the animal gives a 
brief description of himself. 
58 
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1. 
First Reader Level 
Hahn, Julia Lehteld 
The Story W~ 
Boston; Hou~ton Mifflin Company 
1940 
139 pages 
Eight amusing stories covering a variety of 
subjects including animals, brownies and the 
Pied-Piper. 
2. Huber, Miriam Blanton, Frank Seely Salisbury and 
Mabel O'Donnell. 
!JSuow a Story 
New York: Row, Peterson and Company 
1938 
157 pages 
59 
Seven well-known stories including "The Gingerbread 
Boy", "Mr. Vinegar" and "The Straw Ox 11 •• Brightly 
illustrated and amusingly told. 
3. Seuss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
One Fish-Two Fish-Red Fish-Blue Fish 
New York: Beginner Books, Inc. 
1960 
63 pages 
Short, hilariously illustrated sequences all 
about funny things everywhere. Told in rhyme. 
4. Seuss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
The Cat in the Hat 
New York: Random House 
1957 
61 pages 
Story of the Cat in the Hat who came to visit 
Sally and her brother one rainy day. Very amusing. 
0 
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Stories about 
Miscellaneous Subjects 
1. Hurley, William 
Dan Frontier 
Pre-Primer Level 
Chicago: Benefic Press, Publishing Division of 
Beckley-Ca.rdy Company 
1959 
45 pages 
The adventures of Dan Frontier from Kettle Creek 
and his ,friends, Mr. and Mrs. Healy and their son, 
Jimmy. A small glimpse of life on the frontier. 
2. Kessler, Ethel, and Leonard 
Peek-a-boo 
Garden City, New York: Dou~leday and Company, Inc. 
1956 
33 pages 
A brightly illustrated story of a little boy and 
of things inside and outside his home which he names. 
3. Paull, Grace 
Some Day 
New York: Abelard and Schuman 
1957 
41 pages 
Story of the many changes taking place about us 
such as trees growing and changes in the weathe.ro 
Also, of a child changing into an adult. 
4o Watson, Nancy Dingman 
What Is One? 
New York: Alfred A. Knopf 
1954 
45 pages 
Peter teaches his young sister, Linda, the 
meaning of the numbers one to ten by means of .real-
life experiences. 
-' 
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Primer Level 
1. Hoberman, Mary Ann and Norman 
How Do I Go? 
Boston: Little, Brown and Company 
1958 
32 pages 
A delightfully illustrated story of many types 
of transportation as seen through a little boy's 
eyes. 
2. Hurd, Edith Thacher 
Hurry'-Ffllrrw 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1960-
62 pages 
Miss Mugs, who wa_s always in a hurry, learned 
how to go slowly, and liked it. Her friend Suzie 
helped her to accomplish this. 
3o Miles, Betty 
What Is the World? 
New York: Alfred A. Knopf 
1958 
40 pages 
Illustrates the many different things that make 
up the world. Bright drawings are included. Science 
on a primary level. 
61 
First Reader Level 
1. Gates, Arthur I., Miriam Blanton Huber and Frank 
Seely Salisbury 
The oeen Window 
New York: The Macmillan Company 
1951 
32 pages 
62 
Amusing story of Don and Mary and of some squirrels 
who take Mary's doll's blanket to use for their bed. 
2. Hurd, Edith Thacher 
stoe stop 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1961 
64 pages 
Miss Mugs learns a valuable lesson--that ther~ 
is such a thing as being too cleano Written in 
simple language accompanied by beguiling pictures. 
3. McKee, Paul, M. Lucile Harrison, Annie McCowen and 
Elizabeth Lehr 
UR and Away 
Boston~ Houghton Mifflin Company 
1957 
188 pages 
. Contains a variety of stories inc~uding everyday 
adventures as well as make-believe stories. Has many 
lessons for developing phonetic powero 
4. Schlein, Miriam 
How Do You Travel? 
New York: Abingdon Press 
1954 
26 pages 
A little boy shows the different ways to travel. 
People and animals are included. Told in rhyme. 
0 
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5. Watson, Nancy Dingman 
What Does A Begin With? 
New York: Alfred A. Knopf 
1956 
33 pages 
-· 
63 
. An alphabet book. Linda as~s Peier "What Does A 
~~gin i!lith?" She continues the same line of questioning 
fo; ~ach letter of the alphabet. They are on a farm 
and Peter's answers are illustrated by things on the 
farm. 
1. 
TEACHERS' BOOKS 
Stories about 
Family, Home and Friends--At Play and Work 
Bemelmans, Ludwig 
Madeline and the Bad Hat New York: lhhe V~kfng Press 
1956 1 
54 pages 
64 
The charming story of Madeline, the smalle·st of 
twelve little girls in an old boarding house in Paris. 
How she changes Pepito, the mischievous son of the 
Spanish Ambassador, into a friend to all is very 
amusing. Told in rhyme. 
2. Bromhall, Winifred 
Mary Ann's First Picture 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin: E.M. Hale and Company 
1948 
32 pages 
It was Mary Ann's seventh birthday and she liked 
the big paint set she received from hex mother and 
father the best of all her p~esents. She had a won-
derful idea for the first picture she would painte 
How it was almost spoiled, and eventually saved, makes 
a very happy ending to this story. 
3. Lipkind, William, and ~icolas Mordvinoff 
The Two Reds 
~York: Harcourt, Brace and Company 
1950 
50 pages 
Story of two "Reds" who lived on the same block 
but were not friendly. One was a little boy and the 
other was a cat. A lively and amusing story of how 
they became good friends. Colorful red pages. 
4. McCloskey, Robert 
Lentil 
, New York: The Viking Press 
1946 
61 pages 
In Alto, Ohio, lived Lentil, a little boy who 
was happy except for one thing--he wanted to sing 
but he couldn't. How he learned to play the harmon-
ica because he•wanted to make music is delightfully 
told. 
5. Steiner, Charlotte 
Giddy-ap Giddy-ae! 
Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 
1951 
34 pages 
How Dickie, alias Giddy-ap, saves his neighbor, 
Doris from a nannygoato This is accomplished after 
many futile attempts to be brave and to save someone. 
6. Steiner, Charlotte 
Karoleena's Red Coat 
Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 
1960 
43 pages 
A little Austrian girl always gets into the most 
trouble when she tries hardest to be good. How 
another exciting present from Grandmother helped to 
change this situation is a delightful story of long-
ago Austria. 
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Stories about 
Animals 
1. Bright, Robert 
The Friendly Bear 
Garden=city, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 
1957 
29 pages 
A delightful story about Matthew, who likes 
stories; the Friendly Bear, who likes honey; and 
Wise Grandpa, who knows what everybody likes. 
2. Brown, Margaret Wise 
The Noon Balloon 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1952 
32 pages 
Story of a little cat who went up in the Noon 
Balloon to escape the mice who were after him. Where 
he goes and finally lands is very interesting. 
3. Brown, Margaret Wise 
The Sleepy Little Lion 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1947 
31 pages 
A baby lion in the zoo wants to go off into the 
world. Many amusing adventures take place on his journey. 
4. Cook, Bernadine 
The Curious Little Kitten 
New York: Young Scott Books 
1956 
48 pages 
The amusing story of a little turtle who lived 
in a garden and his next-door neighbor, the curious 
kitten. What happens when little turtle emerges 
from his pool for a while teaches curious kitten 
a lesson. 
66 
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5. Francoise 
~iquette, the White Goat 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons 
1953. 
32 pages 
Story of Mimi and her goat, Biquette~ Mimi 
67 
needs goat's milk for her health and Biquette supplies 
it for her. Biquette receives a little .red coat for 
her efforts and her milk brings Mimi back to health. 
6. Gay, Zhenya 
What's Your Name? 
New York: The Viking Press 
1955 
47 pages 
A "guessing" book of animals told in .rhyme. The 
answer to each .riddle is on the following page. 
7. Gay, Zhenya 
Who Is It?. 
New York: The Viking Press 
1957 
47 pages 
Footprints are followed on a country visit and 
an answer to the question "Who is it?11 is found. 
8. Hall, Julia and Rosalys 
Animal Hide and Seek 
New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, Inc. 
1958 
36 pages 
Tails or other parts of animals are shown and 
the children try to guess the animal in question 
from the part shown. The answer is given on the follow-
ing page. 
9. Kirn, Ann 
Leopard on a String 
New Yoxk: World Publishing Company 
1959 
30 pages 
All the action, suspense and bold surprise of 
Western adventure are caught in this simple but 
dramatic story for very young children. A small 
boy puts a leopard, who has escaped from the zoo, 
on a string and brings him back to his cage. Color-
ful pictures. 
10. Koch, Dorothy 
Gone Is My Goose 
u.s.A.: ·H6lid9y:.Hoase:·.trnc;. 
1956 
27 pages 
A little girl looks for her geese and finds them 
in some tall green grass by a creek with six new 
goslings. 
· 11. Kuskin, Karla 
Roar and More 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1956 
45 pages 
Story of animals and the sounds they make told 
in rhyme-. 
12. Langstaff, John 
Over in the Meadow 
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company 
1957 
31 pages 
What is found in the meadow is told in song. 
Animals in g~oups of one to ten are pictured. 
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13. Mace, Katherine 
A. Tail Is a Tail 
New York: Abelard-Schuman 
1957 
41 pages 
Story of many kinds of animal tails. Tells of 
their feelings and uses. 
14. McCloskey, Robert 
Make Way for Ducklings 
New York: The-Viking Press 
1954 
67 pages 
Mr. and Mrs. Mallard were looking for a place 
-' 
to live. They finally found one on a little island 
in a nice pond in the Public Garden in Boston. Shows 
many historic spots in Boston. 
" 
15. Tresselt, Alvin 
Ihe Smallest Elephant in the World 
New York: Alfred A. Knopf 
1959 
32 pages 
The smallest elephant in the world lived in the jungles of India. The other elephants laughed at him 
because of his size, so he crossed the ocean on a ship 
and found a new home with a little boy named Arnold. 
He finally found a job in a circus working with Hilo, 
the smallest midget in the world. 
16. Udry, Janice May 
Alfred 
Chicago: Albert Whitman and Company 
1960 
32 pages 
Henry had to pass many dogs on his way to school 
every day. He was ve~y much afraid of them. How he 
overcame that fear and made frieqds with an enormous 
dog named Alfred is the basis for a delightful story. 
0 
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17·. Ud.ry, Janice May 
Danny's Pig 
New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Compa~y, Inc. 
1960 
32 pages 
Three little girls and their brother, Danny, 
lived with their mother in a little house at the 
edge of town. W.h;r "Beanblossom" the sheep was 
considered "Dann:Y.~s pig"- is quite amusing. 
18. Unwin, Nora s. 
Doughnuts for Lin 
New York: Aladdin Books 
195'0 
47 pages 
Lin, a jolly Scotty pup,found a ring for his 
neighbor, Mrs. Twinkle. The adventures of this 
amusing, happy Scotty pup will delight all who love 
dogs.· 
19. Ward, Lynd 
The Biggest Bear 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company 
1952 
85 pages 
An exciting picture book, wherein Johnny Orchard 
sets out to capture the biggest bear in the forest, 
and returns with a very little bear. As the bear 
grew, he caused trouble for Johnny. 
20. Will and Nicolas (Lipkind, William,and Nicolas 
Mardvinoff) . 
_Qhaga, 
New Xork: Harcourt, Brace and Company 
1955 
40 pages 
Chaga, the elephant, was king of the jungle. 
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How he became small and a friend of the small and weak 
is interesting. A wise old monkey gave him some 
advice and he became his true size again. 
0 
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21. Zion, Gene 
No Roses for Harry! 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1958 
32 pages 
Harry, a little white dog with black spots, 
received a sweater with roses on it from Grandmother 
for his birthday. He hated it! How it-disappeared 
and became a bird's nest is very amusing. Grand-
mother later sends him a spotted one which he likes. 
71 
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Stories about 
City and Country Life 
1. Anglund, Joan Walsh 
The Brave Cowboy 
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company 
1959 
38 pages 
72 
Story of a little cowboy and his imaginary adven-
tures throughout the day. Amusing pictures. 
2. , Ipcar, Dahlov 
Ten Biq Farms 
New York: Alfred A. Knopf 
1958 
33 pages 
Story of a family that wanted to move to the 
country--and finally does. They visit many different 
kinds of farms before they find the one they would 
like to buy. 
3. Paull, Grace A. 
Come to the Country 
New York: Abelard-Schuman 
1956 
42 pages 
Wonders of the country are shown--sky, ground, 
animals, trees. Beautifully illustrated. 
4. Simon, Norma 
Up and Over the Hill 
Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company 
1957 
30 pages 
We are taken on a walk to the country with a 
little boy and his two friends. What they see on 
the way i's the basis for_ a charming story of country 
adventure. 
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Stories about 
Social Learnings 
1. Greene, Carla 
I Want to Be a Dairy Farmer 
Chicago: Children's Press 
1957 
31 pages 
The story of milk, from the farm to the dairy 
plant. Andy lived on a farm and visited a milk 
plant. Shows the process of pasteurizationo 
2. Greene, Carla 
I Want to Be a Farmer 
Chicago: Children's Press 
1959 ' 
31 pages 
Jim did not like the work involved in making 
a garden--the digging, weeding, waiting. He changed 
his mind, however, after a visit to Uncle Dick's 
farm. The uses of different pieces of farm equip-
ment are shown. 
3. Greene, Carla 
I Want to Be a Mechanic 
Chicago: Children's Press 
1959 . 
32 pages 
Trouble develops in.Father's car and he takes it 
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to a garage to be fixed. While there, father tells 
Jack the story of machines. Jack de~ides that he would 
like to be a mechanic when he grows up. 
4. Lenski, Lois 
The Little Airplane 
New York: Oxford University Press 
1938 
48 pages 
The story of Pilot Small, from the time he enters 
the cockpit of his airplane until he is forced to make 
a landingo H~ does many loopsc:arid;.pj>:i!ns,on>nis.'journ~y. 
5. Merrill, Jean 
Shan's Lucky Knife 
New York: William R. Scott, Inc. 
1960 
48 pages 
This story tells how Shan, a country boy from 
the hills, tricks Kotin, a sly boatmaster from the 
city of Rangoon. It is a Burmese folktale retold. 
6. Slobodkin, Louis 
Thank You--You're Welcome 
New York: The Vanguard Press, Inc. 
1957 
30 pages 
A charming story told in rhyme. Little Jimmy 
learns the correct use of "Thank You" and "You're 
Welcome~'!· 
7. Smith, Marie Elizabeth 
Bill's Story of the Wholesale Produ~_Market 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons 
1951 
47 pages 
Bill tells Donny the story of people who work 
for us -- from growing food to the produce market. 
Packing, shipping and other phases of this work are 
explained. 
8. Smith, Marie Elizabeth 
Mothe~s Story of Dairying 
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons 
1951 
47 pages 
Donny's mother tells him and his sister, Sandra, 
the story of dairying. Includes a story from th~ 
farmer to all of his helpers. 
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9. Wright, Ethel 
Saturday Walk 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin: E.M. Hale and Company 
1954 
32 pages 
75 
The many things that a boy walking with his Daddy 
on a Sa~urday stops to watcho Among other things~ he 
sees a man putting up a poster, an airplane being 
refueled and a fire engine racing down the street. 
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New*1 ork: David 
1960 -
34 pages 
Stories about 
The Seasons--Nature 
Grass 
McKay Company, Inc. 
The witty drawings and gay qolor of this boqk 
recreate beautifully a child's carefree world in 
the e~hilarating realm of.grass. Told in rhyme. 
A small child decides that "grass is the best place 
to h_ave a good time upon." 
2. Brown, Margaret Wise 
·Two Little Trains 
New York: William R. Scott, Inc. 
1949 
35 pages 
Adventure story of two little trains--a stream-
lined one and a little old one. Tells of the things 
they see on their trips. Beautiful, colored illus-
trations. 
3. Johnson, Crockett 
~i~l SQring Be Early? or Will Spring Be L~? 
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company 
1959 
48 pages 
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What happens when the Groundhog leads the animals 
of the woods to the bright red flower makes a "Spring 
Is Here 11 story that captures the imagination of young 
qhildren. 
Parsons, Virginia 
Night 
Garden City, New York: Garden City Books 
1958 
32 pages 
Johnny and Jane get ready for the night. What 
happens in the night is told--workers, animals, and 
other night life. Beautiful colored pictures. 
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5. Tresselt, Alvin 
Autumn Harvest 
New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, Inc. 
1958 
25 pages 
Beautifully illust~ated story of~ the coming of 
fall. The katydids sang and the haxvest was near. 
Halloween and Thanksgiving included. 
6. Tudor, Tasha 
Around the Year 
New York: Oxford University Press 
1957 
51 pages 
Delicate pictures, enriched with tiny qetails 
that children love, form the setti\lg for Miss Tudor's 
simple verses about eac,h month of ,the· year. Old-
fashioned loveliness of verse and art. Includes 
holidays and good times. 
7. Zion, Gene 
Hide and Seek Day 
New York: Harper and Brothers 
1954 
31 pages 
Hide and seek throughout the day. Tells of 
things around us. Large, inte~esting pictures. 
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Stories about 
Just for Fun--Make-Believe 
1. Adam, Barbara 
The Big Big Box 
Gard~n City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 
1960 
30 pages 
78 
A ~elightful story o£ make-believe games and fun. 
A little boy named Mike, a girl named Julie,. a cat: 
named Patter, and a big big box that is used for many 
~retend games, _all combine to make a charming story 
fqr small children. 
2. Barnet, George 
Stories. for Fun 
New York: The Macmillan Company 
1959 
32 pages 
Three very funny stories are found in this book: 
11 The Three Pumpkins"; "Why the Owl Sleeps in the 
Daytime": and "The Man Who Never Laughed 11 • 
3. Brenner, Anita 
Dumb Juan and the Bandits 
New York: Young Scott Books 
1957 
47 pages 
A very funny Mexican vers.ion of the classic folk 
tale of the stupid brother who always managed to do 
the wrong thing. It is a saga of the triumph of the 
underdog. 
4. Glaser, Milton and Shirley 
If Apples Had Teeth 
New York: Alfred A." Knopf 
1960 
32 pages 
Very funny book of 11 ifs". It is colorful, zany, 
and utterly refreshing. Full color illustrations. 
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5. Moore, Nancy 
The Sandman Who Lost His Sand 
New_York: The Vanguard Press, Inc. 
1959 
42 pages 
Wonderful story of the time that Sandy the Sandman 
lost his sand, and ~o one, anywhere, could go to sleep, 
has all the rich imagin~tive suspense that is found in 
children's classics. Rhythmic and humorous tale. 
Beautifully illustrated. 
6. Seuss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
And to Think,that I Saw It on Mulberry Street 
New York: The Vanguard Press, Inc. 
1937 
32 'pages 
How a plain horse and wagon becomes a story that 
no one can beat is told in rollicking rhyme accompanied 
by lively pictures. Tells of the things Marco imagines 
he sees on the way home from school one dayo 
7. S~uss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
Happy Birthday to You! 
N~w York: Random House 
1959 
55 pages 
Tells how birthdays are celebrated in Katroo. 
This yarn sings of the thrill of just being alive. 
A huge Birthday Bird flaps around during an eighteen 
hour Birthday Toot. 
8. Seuss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
Horton Hatches The Egg 
New ·uork,;··Random Bouse 
1940 
57 pages 
Horton protects the egg he is sitting on in a 
riot of adventures. How the tree, with Horton still 
sitting on the egg in it, is finally transplanted 
all the way to America, is very amusing. 
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9. Seuss, Dr., pseudonyro. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
Horton.Hears a Who! 
New York: Random House 
1954 
67 pages 
Horton the ~lephant hears a noise in.the jungle 
that turns out to be a Who fro~ Whoville. The Whos 
are in trouble b~cause of their small size and 
Horton set~ out to save them and prove they are 
.persons, no matt~r how small they are. 
10. Seuss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodo~ Seuss Geisel) 
If I Ran the Circus 
New York: Random-Eeuse 
1956 
64 pages 
A very amusing story of what young Morris McGurk 
would do if he ran th~ circus. He would make it the 
greatest show on the face of the'earth, with animals 
and performers never heard of before. 
11. Seuss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
If I Ran the Zoo 
Eau Claire, Wisconsin: E.M. Hale and Company 
1950 
56 pages 
Gerald McGrew thought up a new kind of zoo; he 
let all the animals out of the old one and began 
collecting the most astounding menagerie of beasts 
you have ever seen. 
12. Seuss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
On Beyond Zebra 
New York: Random House 
1955 
62-pages 
Story of how Conrad Cornelius o'Donald o'Dell 
discovered the new letters of the alphabet that come 
after z. He used them to spell the names of the 
strange and wonderful animals he invented. 
80 
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13. Seuss, Dr., pseudonym. (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 
Thidwick the Big-Hearted Moose 
New York: Random House 
1948 
40 pages 
What happens when a Bingle-Bug, who weighs less 
than an ounce, asks for a ride pn Thidwick's horns. 
He invites guests and then trouble begins. How 
Thidwick is saved from these free-loaders is very 
amusing. 
14. Soemer, Cecelia 
Maximilian--The Mouse Who Went to School 
New York: David McKay Company, Inc. 
1956 
28 pages 
Maximilian is a little mouse with a terrible 
pxoblem--he could not read. What happens when he 
decid~s that he wants to learn to read makes an 
appealing story for small children. 
15. Vaughan, Sam 
Whoever Heard of Kangaroo Elgs? 
Garden City, New York: Doub eda,y and Company, Inc. 
1957 
57 pages 
A little girl named Mehilda won a contest for 
submitting the be~t name for a kangaroo~ What 
happened when she received her prize, a kangaroo, 
is quite amusing. 
16. Wright, Dare 
Holiday for Edith and the Bears 
Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 
1958 . 
58 pages 
Delightful story of Edith and her tw.o friends, 
Mr. Bear and Little Bear. They visit a wonderful 
island and have many advent~res. 
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17~ Wright, Dare 
The Lon§ly_Doll 
Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 
1957 
55 pages 
Beautifully illustrated story of how Edith, a 
lonely doll, made friends with Mr. Bear and Little 
Bearo 
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Stories about 
Miscellaneous Subjects 
1. Calhoun, Mary 
The Sweet Patootie Doll 
New York: William Morrow and Company 
1957 
32 pages 
83 
Story of a Sweet Patootie Doll and how she came to 
be. She belonged to a little girl named'Lu9y arid has 
many adventures and fun. 
2. Eberstadt, Isabel and Frederick 
What Is for My Birtbd~? 
Boston: Little, Brow.n and Company 
1961 
31 pages 
Very young readers will love finding out why this 
was the best bir±hday ever for Nell, a little six year 
old, who is in bed with a cold. 
3. Floethe, Louise Lee 
If I Were Captain 
NeW York: Charles Scribner's Son$ 
1956 
30 pages 
A little boy dreams of places he would go if he 
were captain of a ship. Told in rh~e. 
4. Gramatky, Hardie 
Homer and the Circus Train 
New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons 
1957 
63 pages 
Story of Homer, the caboose, and how he saves the 
circus train and goes to live in the circus. 
0 5. Holland, Marion A Big Ball of String 
New York: Beginner Books, Inc. 
1958 
64 pages 
Amusing story of what happens when a small boy 
who has a little string which was no good at all, 
looks for more string with which to make ? string 
ball. Told in rhyme. 
6. Ivens, Dorothy 
Bozy ahd All the Children 
New York: The Viking Press 
1957 
35 pages 
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Story of a town in which only children live. What 
happened when Bozy, a friendly, funny-looking spotted 
dog, came to tpwn one day makes the story very inter-
esting. 
7. Johnston, J.ohanna 
Sugarplum 
New York: Alfred A. Knopf 
1955 
38 pages. 
Sugarplum is a· tiny little doll not much bigger 
than your thumb. She belongs to a little girl named 
Susie. Many exciting events take place while she is 
trying to prove to the bigger dolls :that she is a 
real doll. 
8. Joslin, Sesyle 
What Do You Say, Dea!? 
New York: Young Scott .Books 
1958 
48 pages 
A book of etiquette--manner·s for all occasions. 
The text and pictures are humorous but the purpose 
of the book is serious. 
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9. Leaf, Munro 
Reading Can Be Fun 
New Yorl<: J .B •. ~ippincott Company 
1953 . 
44 pages 
A 11 Fun11 book, proving with humor, down-to-earth 
logic and uncanny understanding of how children's 
minds work, that 11 Reading Can Be Fun". 
10. Lenski, Lois 
The Little Sail Boat 
New York: Oxford.University Press 
1937 
48 pages 
85 
Captain Small and his dog, Tinkex, are on the ocean 
in a sail boat when a storm arises. How he survives 
the storm is dramatically told~ 
11. S:tein~r,.;iChario.rtte. : 
·Listen to MI Seashell 
NeWYork: A fred Ao Knopf 
1959 
35 pages 
Bright colors and gay verses capture another aspect 
of a child's world--the world of sound. The sounds 
are fun. 
12. Tudor, Tasha 
1 Is One 
New York: Oxford University Press 
1956 
43 pages 
From 1 to 20 told in rhyme. Charming verses, 
mostly about nature, but covering a variety of sub-· jects. 
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13. Wondriska, William 
Puff 
New-York: Pantheon Books, Inc. 
1960 
31 pages 
Nothing important ever happened to Puff, a small 
steam engine made long agoo One day, however, some-
thing very important did happen to him--he saved a 
circus train. This made him puff all over the place. 
Beautifully illustrated. 
14. Wright, Dare 
The Little One 
Garden City,~ew York: Doubleday and Company, Inc. 
1959 
56 pages 
Delightful story of Persis, a little doll, who 
was lost in al old house until a turtle let her out. 
She then saw the world and met Nice Bear and Cross 
Bear. Many adventures ensued. 
15. Zolotow, Charlotte 
Sleepy Book 
New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, Inc. 
1958 
31 pages 
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Against a dream-like background, birds and beasts 
are going to rest--each in its own way. Finally, a 
little boy and girl are shown tucked snugly in their 
beds. 
16. Zolotow, Charlotte 
Ihe Night When Mother Was Away 
New York: Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, Inc. 
1958 
30 pages 
On a midsummer night, when the moon is full, hardly 
anyone wants to go to bed--least of all a little girl 
who misses her mother. Daddy understands, and takes 
her_for a walk around the garden. What they see on the 
way is the basis for a charming story. 
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FilMSTRIPS 
Family, Home and Friends--At Play and Work 
1. Fun on a Picnic 
2. Janet's Birthday Cart 
3. Janet's Ducks and Geese 
4. Janet Helps Mq~her 
5. Making Gingerbread Boys 
Animals 
1. Animals' Homes 
2. Animals that Help People Travel 
3. At the Zoo 
4. Birds 
5. Cats 
6. Families in the Zoo 
7. Fish 
s. Fresh Water--Shellfish and High~r Amphibians 
9. Fresh Water--Turtles and Fish 
10. How We Fly . 
11. Let's K~ep a Pet 
12. Looking for ~nimals 
13. Mammals of North America 
14. Reptiles 
15. Snakes 
City and Country Life 
1. A Visit to a Ranch 
2. On the Farm ' 
3. Out of Doors 
Social Learnings 
1. A Boy. Who Lived in a Cabin 
2. A Viqit to a Lumbering Camp 
3. Bus Driver . 
4. Children of Canada 
5. Children of China 
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6. Children of Holland 
7. Children of Switzerland 
8. Colonial Children 
9. Einar of Iceland 
10. Eskimo Children 
11. Food Comes from Many Places 
12. French-Canadian Children 
13. Eskimos of Alaska--Hunting and Fishing in Summer 
14. Eskimos of Alaska--Hunting and Fishing in Winter 
15o Greta of Swede® 
16. Helvi of Finland 
17. Hilda of Denmark 
18. Homes Axound the World 
19o How Messages are Carried 
20. How We Communicate with Each Other 
21. Indian Ways 
22. Ingrid of Norway 
23o Janet Visits a Dairy Farm 
24o Man against Insects 
25o Mexican Childrem 
26. Navajo Children 
27. People We Meet When We Travel 
28. Poalo's Birthday Ride (Italy) 
29. Railroad~ and Buyers . 
30. Railroads and National Defense 
31. Railroads and Our Mail 
32. Railroads and the Clothes We Wear 
33. Railroads and the Homes We Live Inr 
34. Schools of Many Lands 
35. Shopping in Our Neighborhood 
36. Simone's Surprise (France) 
37. The Baker 
38. The Doctor 
39. The Grocer 
40. The Mail Goes Through 
41. The Mailman 
42. The Man Who Loved Birds 
43. The Policeman~ 
44. The Skyscraper 
45. The Story of Writing 
46. The Tugboat Has a Job 
47. Tommey Takes a Train Ride 
48. Travel Is Fun--Part 1 
49. Travel Is Fun--Part 2 
50. What Do You Wear? 
51. What Our Flag Means to You 
52. Who Makes It? 
53. Your Fire Dep.artment 
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~ The ·seasons--Nature 
1. A Home for Plants and Animals 
2. Day and Night 
3. Digging for the Earht's Treasures 
4. How Apples Grow 
5. How Hot, How Cold (Temperature) 
6. How to Make an Aquarium 
7. Johnny Appleseed 
8~ Let's Learn about Seeds 
9. Some Plants Grow from Seeds 
10; The Calendar Tells Us When 
11. The Story of Fire 
12. Things in the World that Help Us" 
13. Water Makes Rain 
14. Water, Water Everywhere 
15. What Is the 'Earth Made Of? 
16. What Makes Rain? 
17. What Will the Weather Be? 
18. Who Makes·It? 
Just for Fun--Make-Believe 
1~~ Alice·in.Wonderiand· 
2. Cinderella 
3. Fun at~the Circus 
4. Gingerbread Boy 
5. Hansel and Gretel 
6. Happy Hallowe'en 
7 .a Jack and the Beanstock · 
8. Little Black Samba 
9. Making ~elieve with Masks 
10. Mr .. Vinegar 
11. Puss in Boots 
12. Rumplestiltskin 
13. Shadow Play Is Fun 
14. Sleeping Beauty 
15. Story of Heidi 
16. The Fisherman's Wife 
17. The Little Engine that Could 
18. The Pied Piper 
19. The Road to the Land of Oz 
20. The Three Billy Goats Gruff 
21. The Ugly Duckling 
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Miscellaneous 
IH'ealth.: 
: l.. A Happy Day 
2. A Little Elephant Catches Cold 
3. Billy Meets Tommy Tooth 
4. Foods for Health 
5. Healthy, Happy and W1se 
6~ Keeping Clean 
7. Keeping Well 
8~ People Who Work for Our Health 
9. Pesky--The Cold Bug 
10. Rest and Sleep 
11. Skimpy and a Good Breakfast 
12. Straight and Tall 
13. Strong Teeth 
14. What Are Microbes'? 
15. Your Posture--Good. or Bad 
Language: 
16. Sense or Nonsense (Superstitions) 
17.. Some Words Mean Two Things 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
Safety: 
Mind the Sign 
Summer Fun tHealth 
The Safe Way 
Wintertime Safety 
Science: 
22; Electricity 
and Safety) 
23. Electricity Does It for Us 
24. Round and Round Go the Wheels 
25. The Sitory of Fire-
26. The Story of Light 
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27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
Other Subjects: 
Big and Small, Short and Tall 
Common Emergencies . 
Familiar Objects 
Little Lost Angel (Christmas) 
MUsic around the World 
Tell Us about It 
The Fourth of July 
Using Your Senses 
Which Sentence Is Right? 
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CHAPTER Iv. 
SU!WARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It was the purpose of this s~udy to d~velop two 
apnotated bibliographies ~o be used as supplementary_ 
material with the first grade books of the Gin~ Basi~ 
. . . 
Reader Series. Also, to develop a list of fi~strips 
available at Manchester's Audio-Visual Center, ~ocated 
at the Franklin School, which could be used as enrichment 
material and which were in accord with the general ~nt~rest 
areas.of the Ginn Readers. Two hundred books were examined 
in the study and 150 filmstrips. 
Seven interest areas were foun~ in the Ginn Read~rs. 
They we~e: Family, Home and Fr~ends1-At ~lay and.Wor~; 
Animals; City and Country Life; Social Lear~ings; Tqe 
Seasons--Nature; Just £or Fun--Make Believe; and Miscell-
aneous. The Children's Bibliography was arranged around 
these areas and the vocabulary of the books ~as checked so 
as to put the bqoks in the~r proper category. 
J~e.T~~~her~~ Bibliography include~ books whose themes 
fell into the· ioterest~areas determined, and which were too 
difficult for the children to read themselves. 
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The 120 books listed in the Chil~ren's Bibliography 
were divided by levels as follows: Pre-Primer, 40; Primer 9 
30; First Reader, 39; and Second Reade~, llo Eighty books 
were checked for the Teachers' Bibliography; t~e total 
number of books in both bibliographies is 200. 
One hundred fifty filmstrips in the interest areas set 
up were found at the Audio-Visual Center at the Franklin 
School in Manchestero These were all that wera availableo 
It was learned that many schools are no~ establishing 
their own filmstrip libraries, and no longer make use of 
the filmstrips available at the Franklin Schoolo 
From the results of the study, the following conclu-
sions seem justified: 
lo Wide variation exists in the vocabulary of books 
for first grade. Due to this fact, care snould be givep in 
the selection of books to be used for supplementary reading. 
2. There are many books and enrichment materials avail-
able to teachers in many interest areas and at all levels if 
they would take tbe time to investigate. This writer reviewed 
but a small segment Of themo 
3o The greatest similarity of vocabulary was at the 
pre-primer level and the least similarity at the second 
reader levelo 
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0 Cumulative Vocabulary for Grade One and the Level on Which Each Word First Appears: 
aPP Bun~yPP FatherPP 
about1 bus feathir1 
acros11 butP fencl 
aftc:r1 buttoni find 1 aga~n bulzed fire1 airRlanePP by fish 
ali cabbapel FlipPP 
am cake~ flowers 1 
andPP call footl 
applePP calledP forPP 1 areP 1 cameP fou5_ 
ariund canPP foul 
as candleiP fo:x: 
atP1 can~ot FredP 
ate cat 1 friskiP auntP cat~hpp frog I away~ cha~r from 
baby1 Cherryi funP baci chicks funnyPP 
bag childrenP gardenl 
balloon1 cliniety-clankl g~tP~ 
ballsPP cold g~ve 
barnP colorP goPP1 balket1 comePP goat . 
be cornl go~bllP 
bea11 couldl cow~oy~ go~n~ bee1 gone Ben cry~n~ goodP 
better1 danye good-bpl 
BettyPP day greenP 
bic-pclel Dic~l grQJceries;l 
big pl did gueysP 
Billy dinnerPP had 
birthdayP doP hapByP 
black~ dogP has 
blueP downPP hatP 
boatl dresf1 havePP 
book drop1 . heP bow-wowP drum hear1 
bo:x:P duckJ:P hel~PP 
boys1 earp hen1 breadl eat her 
bring1 eggs
1 here~P 
brook1 farmP hide1 buil~ fastPP Hilf 
bump fasterl him 
0 
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c his1 newP schoo11 homeP next1 seePP 
honey1 ni~hti seesawl 
hoppitp-hop1 no~sl seven~ 
houleP nose shall 
how notPP sheP 
hurry1 nothing1 s~dey 
rPP nowP s~ng 1 ice creaml ofP1 sled inP 1 old slee~1 into onP ~ snow 
isPP onS'1 sn~wmanl 
itP organf so 
JackP other someP jingle1 outP1 some1hingPP jumpldp over SOOlill just pai~tP splasli1 
kittenP pan sprinklell 
knowl pancakel squilrel 
lamb par1yP · stay1 laughe1P Pat step 
learn! Pats~PP stopPP 
let's pets storel 
letter1 picnic1 story 
likeP plan~~ striet1 littlePP play sun 
lookPP please.l surprisePP 
lookidP pockit SusanPP 
lost pole takeP 
Mac' s1 PonyPP tele~honel 
makiPP pop than 
man postma~1 than1P 
MaryP puddle thapp 
map putP the 
me q~ackP thenP 
·met1 rabbitl therel 
mewP ra~el theyP1 
milll ra~n think 
Miss ranP this.PP mitte~1 readpP thre~l 
money 1 redP time monkey r~de~P tink-·tinkle1 
MothepPP r~ng toPP 
mouse rolledl TomPP 
Mr.P Rooster1 tomorrow1 
Mr5.1 runP tooP 
muffil saidlP tookl 
must san~ toysPP 
myP sat tractorl 
NanP sawP trainP 
~ riever1 scat
1 treeP 
97! 
0 truckP was1 wind owl 
turkeyl waterP withP 
tur}:le wePP woman1 
two . wentP wonderful1 
Un~leP werel workPP 
up p whatPP workedl 
us1 wheatB yellowP 
wagonP where yesP 
walkP whiteP youPP 
walkedP whoP yourP 
wantPP w~l±p zoomP 
wanted1 w~n 
·0 
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1. 
2. 
4. 
Filmstrip Companies 
Association of American Railroads. 
Conrad Calvin Ran~in Enterprises 
P .. o. Box 25 
Burlingame, California 
Encyclopaedia Brittanica Films, Inc. 
Eye Gate House, Inc. 
330 West 42nd. St. 
New York 18, N.Y. 
Filmkare Products Company 
New York--U.s .A. 
Filmstr±p:.o£:.7tbe:Mon:th: Club~~, Iiic~,; .. 
355 Lexington Ave. 
New York 17, N.Y. 
7; Midwest Film Studios 
Cereal Institute, Inc. 
8. National Apple Institute 
Washington 5, D.C. 
9. Popular Science Publishing Company 
Audio-Visual Division 
353 4th. Ave. 
New York 10, N.Y. 
10. The Maltex Company 
Burlington, Vermont 
11. SVE. 
12. Young America Films, Inc. 
New York, N.Y. 
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